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Identificativo proposta:TOES20171031001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Spanish technology centre offers a full management system, capture and follow up all kind of production data to 

SMEs interested in managing their production plans. The tool helps companies to control their own premises at real 

time, allowing take staff decisions at time on production. Partnership sought is a commercial agreement with technical 

assistance, mainly on agrofood, and research cooperation agreement for future calls related with revalorisation of by-

products in Horizon 2020. 

 

Spanish horizontally integrated technology centre, is specialized in offer global solutions to companies. It provides 

them, since 1994, developments, processes, systems and products. It operates in five economic sectors: industry, energy 

and environment, construction and infrastructure, agrofood, health and quality of life. Traditionally, SMEs have had no 

budget to invest on a system to control their production process. So, they have to spend time and work of personal staff 

to calculate manually their production system. Spanish technology centre has broad experience in optimising the 

implementation of the production control tool in many SMEs, mainly in the agrofood sector. The technology offered is 

a system that control the entire production process, from the administrative issues to the labelling, connecting data and 

specific developments. The technology centre offers its production control product and know-how to companies 

interested in: - control the traceability of the production - Use a system totally customized to their needs and production 

process. - Improve their production control and their business decisions. - Improve their trademark image. Partners 

sought - For commercial agreement with technical assistance, companies (SMEs) mainly on the agrofood sector but 

open to other sectors - The technology centre is also interested in research cooperation agreement with entities 

(companies, universities or research and technology centres) interested in developing a project about revalorisation of 

by-products or developing new products for future calls in Horizon2020.  
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